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17th February, 2017
Dear Rosalyn,
Thank you for your time and trouble. My main concern at this moment is why you
should have had to do this extra work. Clearly in communication, when given the
choice of taking complaints to the Privy Council or the GCC, Mr Howell wrote that he
would communicate with the ‘chair’. I communicated with the chair, this is several
months ago, and sent him the child’s NHS diagnosis. Mr Button clearly stated that the
GCC would be contacting me regarding my complaints in the New Year. Yet I had to
communicate with you in the 3rd week of January and seemingly you are starting from
scratch. Your advertisement on your website has clear and correct protocols and
procedures regarding complaints about the GCC, yet approximately 6 months later
nothing has been done.
I presume that you have seen all of the paperwork. Who did the chair discuss it with
and what actions were taken, bar of course removing me from the register (for no good
reason as shown on appeal)? Why was Mr Button in a position, whilst under complaint
from me regarding his incompetence to do so, able to query my registration (conflict of
interest)? I would like answers to these questions. Otherwise it would seem that there
has been a cover-up and a perversion of justice. Obviously if something had been done
I would have heard about it by now.
My main chiropractor is off on holiday next week and I am covering the practice with a
young chiropractor learning the Lamb Technique, so will be flat out. If my practice
manager has time, in between the annual re-organisation of the filing system with
reception staff, I will get her to check on the chronology as I am banned from the office
computer. If anything is incomplete I will get her to let you know.
Maybe we should start with what should have been done, why it wasn’t, and who was
involved. I will need all paperwork, e-mails, etc at some stage, and hopefully the
judiciary would speed the process up, or the Department of Public Prosecutions.
I look forward to your response. I will explain to you in depth at some stage why it was
a fraudulent case.
Yours sincerely,

Howard Lamb, DC

